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Fission fragment mass-angle correlations and mass ratio distributions have been measured for the reactions
O +186 Os, 24 Mg +178 Hf, 34 S +168 Er, and 48 Ti +154 Sm, forming the 202 Po composite nucleus, at near barrier
energies. Systematic analysis based on the expected dependence of the variance of the mass distribution on the
angular momentum and temperature of the compound nucleus indicate that the two lighter systems evolve through
true compound nucleus fission. Evidence of quasifission was observed for the two most mass-symmetric reactions,
through strong mass-angle correlations for the 48 Ti +154 Sm reaction and a broadened mass ratio distribution
for the 34 S +168 Er reaction. Furthermore, the increase in mass width at near barrier energies shows the influence
of the alignment of statically deformed target nuclei.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Experimental efforts aiming at the formation of superheavy
nuclei followed the prediction, nearly half a century ago,
of an island of super-heavy nuclei with enhanced stability
due to shell effects [1,2]. Evidence of the formation of
long-lived isotopes of elements with Z = 113 [3], 114 [4],
116 [5], and 118 [6] have recently energised experimental
efforts. Such experiments are extremely challenging as the
formation of heavy/superheavy evaporation residues (ER) is
heavily suppressed not only by equilibrium fission, but also
by a nonequilibrium process called quasifission (QF) [7–10].
Following the capture of the projectile and target nuclei,
the system may reseparate prematurely, not forming a true
compound nucleus (CN). Such events represent the transition
between deep-inelastic collisions (DIC) and complete fusion.
In DIC the entrance channel mass-asymmetry is preserved, but
there can be large dissipation of kinetic energy and angular
momentum [11]. CN formation, in contrast, is characterized
by equilibration of all degrees of freedom, and hence complete
loss of identity of the entrance channel. Intermediate between
DIC and CN fission, QF has full energy dissipation but
incomplete drift toward the energetically favoured masssymmetric configuration [12].
The experimental problem is to identify those variables that
hinder CN formation. This can be addressed by measuring the
characteristics of the QF events. Properties of the entrance
channel appear to play a major role in the reaction dynamics
of QF, in particular the entrance channel mass-asymmetry
(closely related to the product of the projectile and target
atomic numbers—Zp Zt ), and the deformation of the colliding
nuclei [7–9,13,14]. Microscopic effects such as shell closure
and neutron excess are also reported to influence the probability of QF [15,16]. While initial measurements of QF were
focused on heavy composite nuclei, more recent experimental
results, as described in the next two paragraphs, have indicated
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an unexpected shift in the onset of quasifission toward lighter
composite nuclei.
Early experimental evidence for QF included the observation of broadened mass distributions for the fission-like
fragments, and the existence of a strong correlation between
fragment mass and emission angle, associated with the
short timescale of QF [12,17,18]. Measurements reported in
Ref. [17], using beams of 208 Pb on targets with 26  A  64,
followed later by those of Refs. [12,18] using beams of 238 U
on targets ranging from 16 O to 89 Y, showed broadened mass
distributions and strong mass-angle correlations for A > 27.
The influence of the entrance channel mass-asymmetry on
the fusion process for systems forming 243,249 Md showed
incomplete relaxation of mass for the more mass-symmetric
entrance-channel [19]. Another distinct experimental signature
of QF is the large angular anisotropy of the fission fragments
[20,21]. Large deviations of angular anisotropies from the
predictions of the transition state model (TSM) [22] for
compound nucleus fission were shown in Refs. [20,21] for
reactions of 24 Mg and heavier projectiles with 208 Pb targets,
and interpreted as showing the presence of QF in these systems.
Experimental evidence for the influence of nuclear orientation on QF was first shown in Refs. [23,24]. Unusually large
anisotropies were seen for 16 O +238 U at sub-barrier energies,
and were interpreted as enhancement of the probability of
QF for near-tip collisions with the prolate deformed target
nucleus, demonstrating the existence of QF for Zp Zt far less
than the threshold value of 1600 predicted by earlier dynamical
models [7]. Similar observations were made by Refs. [25,26]
using light projectiles ranging from 7 Li to 16 O on a range
of actinide targets, confirming the effect of deformation on
QF. However, measurements of ER cross sections for the
16
O +238 U reaction showed that CN formation is still present
at sub-barrier energies for this reaction [27]. Severe inhibition
of ER cross sections for 60,64 Ni +154 Sm at sub-barrier energies
was reported in Refs. [15,28], showing the dominance of QF
for capture on the tip of a deformed target nucleus, for a
reaction with a heavy projectile.
The presence of QF has also been found, perhaps surprisingly, for less fissile, asymmetric reactions, forming systems
©2008 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Key properties of the four studied systems, all of
which form the composite nucleus 202 Po. Vb is the average capture
barrier in the center-of-mass frame. β2 is the static quadrupole
deformation of the target, inferred from the electric quadrupole
transition probability from the ground to the first excited 2+
A −A
state [33]. α is the entrance-channel mass asymmetry (= Att +App ).
Zp Zt is the product of the projectile and target atomic numbers,
respectively.

TABLE II. Laboratory beam energy ranges (inclusive) and
thickness (t) of the target and backing materials used in the
measurements.

16

O

74–105

Reaction

24

Mg

106–144

Hf
0.040

34

S

141–174

Er
0.100

48

Ti

198–235

O +186 Os
Mg +178 Hf
34
S +168 Er
48
Ti +154 Sm
16
24

a
b

Vb (MeV)

β2

α

Zp Zt

71.0a
100.6b
123.1a
150.3b

0.20
0.28
0.34
0.34

0.84
0.76
0.66
0.53

608
864
1088
1364

Projectile

Elab (MeV)

Target
t (mg cm−2 )

Backing
t (mg cm−2 )

186

Os
0.020

C
0.025

178

Al
0.030

168

Al, C
0.030, 0.015

154

C
0.018

Sm
0.030

Experimental values.
Scaled values (see Sec. III B).

as light as 216 Ra and 220 Th, both populated via a number
of entrance channels varying in mass-asymmetry. For 216 Ra,
reduction in the evaporation residue cross sections [29] and
broadened mass distributions [29,30] were observed for the
more symmetric combinations. The mass-asymmetry dependence of QF is also strongly seen in the 220 Th system where
substantial reductions in ER cross sections were demonstrated
for reactions involving projectiles of 40 Ar and heavier [31].
Incomplete mass relaxation was also observed in the fragment
mass distributions for projectiles of 34 S and heavier [32]. For
each of these relatively light systems it becomes apparent
that there exists a critical target-projectile mass-asymmetry
or charge product which marks the onset of QF. A systematic
investigation is imperative to understand the entrance channel
conditions governing the dynamics of the QF process for
light systems. To address this problem, mass distributions and
mass-angle correlations of fission-like fragments are measured
for four different entrance channel combinations, namely
16
O +186 Os, 24 Mg +178 Hf, 34 S +168 Er, and 48 Ti +154 Sm, all
forming the 202 Po composite nucleus. Their properties are
listed in Table I.

the front detector centered at scattering angle θ = 45◦ and
at azimuthal angle φ = 90◦ ; the rear detector was centered
at (θ, φ) = (135◦ , 270◦ ). For reactions induced by 48 Ti, the
geometry of the back detector was changed to (θ, φ) =
(90◦ , 270◦ ) to cater for the increased forward focusing of the
fission fragments. The closest point of each fission detector was
18.0 cm from the target. All target backings faced downstream
(facing the front detector) to eliminate the energy loss of the
beam through the backing, and minimise that of the slower
fragments directed at the rear detector. A pair of silicon
surface barrier detectors (monitors), placed at θ = ±22.5◦ ,
were used to measure the elastically scattered beam particles
for normalisation and absolute cross-section determination.
The center-foil of each MWPC recorded the timing and
energy-loss signals, while position information was obtained
from the wire grids using the delay-line read out technique.
For position calibration, the full image of both front and
rear detectors was captured separately by operating in singles
mode. Channel numbers corresponding to the physical edges
of each detector were then converted to (x,y) positions. To
minimise counting rates, events in the front counter were

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The experiments were carried out at the Australian National
University, using beams from the 14UD tandem electrostatic
accelerator. For all four systems, pulsed beams of full width at
half maximum ∼1 ns, with separations of 106–533 ns, were
incident on isotopically enriched targets, details of which are
listed in Table II. The targets were mounted on a target ladder
oriented at 45◦ to the beam axis (30◦ for the 48 Ti +154 Sm
measurements), thus minimizing the energy loss of the fission
fragments and eliminating the shadowing of the detectors by
the target ladder.
Fission fragments were detected using two large-area
(28.4 × 35.7 cm2 ) position sensitive multiwire proportional
counters (MWPCs), which for most measurements were
arranged as depicted in Fig. 1. The detectors provided a
position resolution of less than 1 mm and a coverage of 77◦ in
scattering angle in both front and rear hemispheres. Reactions
of 16 O, 24 Mg, and 34 S used this detector configuration, with

FIG. 1. Configuration of the MWPCs for the detection of binary
fission fragments in the 16 O, 24 Mg, and 34 S induced reactions. Details
are provided in the text.
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only recorded when in coincidence with the rear detector. The
(x,y) positions in each detector were then converted to θ and
φ. The accuracy of the angular calibrations were confirmed
by comparing measured elastic folding angles with their
calculated values. The former were measured at sub-barrier
energies for heavy projectiles in order to ensure all detected
events were pure Rutherford scattering.
The (θ, φ) information in combination with the time-offlight information, allowed the reconstruction of the laboratory
frame fragment velocities (
v1lab , v2lab ). Timing calibrations
involved the optimisation of two parameters, to and δto . to
is the time shift between the RF reference signal and the
arrival of the beam pulse at the target, used to calculate the
reaction time-zero. By its very nature to is energy dependent
and is adjusted at each energy making use of binary reaction
kinematics as described below. The velocity of the fissioning
system in the beam direction (V ) can be determined from the
measured fragment velocities through the relation [24]
V =

v1lab v2lab sin(θ1 + θ2 )
,
v1lab sin θ1 + v2lab sin θ2

(1)

where θ1 and θ2 are the scattering angles of the binary
fragments 1 and 2, respectively. At the near barrier energies
used, preequilibrium emission is expected to be negligible,
thus V is expected to match the calculated center-of-mass
V
velocity Vc.m. . to was adjusted such that the Vc.m.
distribution
peaks at unity for all four reactions studied. δto , which is
independent of beam energy, is a constant electronic delay
between the two detectors, obtained by requiring the fission
fragment mass ratio distribution to be reflection symmetric
about 0.5 for those systems with no observed mass-angle
correlation, or symmetric about 0.5 at θc.m. = 90◦ for the
48
Ti induced reactions where a mass-angle correlation was
observed.
With the application of kinematic transformations, the
center-of-mass velocity vectors, v1c.m. of the fragment with
mass m1 , and v2c.m. of the fragment with mass m2 , were
obtained. Corrections for the fragment energy losses through
the target material and target backing were included in the
data analysis, with the assumption that reactions occur on
average at the target midpoint. Using the conservation of linear
momentum, the mass ratio was then obtained from the relation
MR =

m2
v1c.m.
=
.
m1 + m2
v1c.m. + v2c.m.

(2)

Evaporation residue cross sections for the 16 O +186 Os
reaction were separated from beam particles using a compact
velocity filter, on a rotating arm, in a 2 m diameter scattering
chamber. The identification of the ERs was achieved by energy
and time-of-flight measurements in a large area Si detector.
The experimental methods were identical to those described
in Ref. [34].

III. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
A. Mass-angle correlations and mass ratio distributions

The wide angular acceptance of the detectors allowed the
extraction of broad-ranging mass-angle correlations. Exam-

FIG. 2. (Color online) Density plots of mass ratio vs center-ofmass angle for the four systems leading to 202 Po. The data shown
≈ 1, corresponding to Ec.m. = 72.6, 102.1, 126.0, and
are for EVc.m.
b
156.8 MeV for the 16 O, 24 Mg, 34 S, and 48 Ti induced reactions,
respectively. The density axis is labeled on the right of each figure.

ples are shown in Fig. 2, where the center-of-mass angle has
been plotted against the mass ratio for each of the four systems
studied, and displayed in order of decreasing mass-asymmetry.
Uniformity in the azimuthal angle coverage was maintained
by taking only a fixed coverage of φ = 70◦ . As a result, the
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number of counts in the mass-angle correlations is proportional
d2σ
to the differential cross section dM
. The plots correspond
R dθ
to beam energies close to the capture barrier energies, where
the mass-angle correlation, if present, is magnified due to the
increasing presence of QF in the case of deformed target
nuclei [24]. For 48 Ti +154 Sm the deep inelastic groups on
the left and right hand sides of the fission region are visible.
To generate mass ratio spectra unbiased by the geometrical
limitations of the detectors, rectangular gates, as seen in Fig. 2,
have been imposed, such that only the region within these gates
is used to produce the mass ratio spectra, examples of which
are given in Fig. 3. The dimensions of the gate in θc.m. were
different for each system due to varying reaction dynamics,
and in the case of 48 Ti +154 Sm, the added effect of a different
detector configuration.
Two mass ratio spectra are shown in Fig. 3 for each reaction,
one at an energy well-above the barrier and one at or below the
barrier. In the case of the 48 Ti +154 Sm reaction an additional
gate was placed on the ratio of the measured kinetic energy of
the fissioning fragments to the mass-asymmetry dependent
Viola systematics, as in Ref. [35]. This gate covered the
range of 0.8–1.2 and reduced the elastic and deep-inelastic
contributions without affecting the QF mass distributions. The
mass distributions can be most simply characterized by a
Gaussian function, where the standard deviation, σM , defines
the width of the mass ratio distribution of the fission fragments.
In the reactions with 16 O, 24 Mg, and 34 S, a small fraction of
heavy fission fragments (MR > 0.7) were lost through falling
below timing thresholds. The effect on the mass widths was
less than the statistical uncertainties. The elastic scattering
peak for the reaction of 34 S +168 Er at Ec.m. = 119.4 MeV was
used to estimate the effect of the instrumental resolution on the
mass width. This effect was found to be less than 1%, and being
much smaller than statistical uncertainties, was neglected.
The mass-angle plots in Fig. 2 for the reactions 16 O +186 Os,
24
Mg +178 Hf, and 34 S +168 Er show no significant dependence
of mass ratio on the center-of-mass angle. However, the
system 48 Ti +154 Sm shows evidence of a significant correlation
between mass ratio and θc.m. . Because of the detection of
both fission fragments in the detectors, each point shown
in Fig. 2 has a corresponding point at an angle π − θc.m. ,
with mass ratio 1 − MR . For the lighter projectiles, the mass
distributions do not extend to θc.m. = 90◦ , thus applying this
transformation would result in a mass-angle distribution with
a gap. However, for the 48 Ti +154 Sm reaction, the data extend
forward of θc.m. = 90◦ , and thus a continuous distribution can
be generated. This is shown in Fig. 4, where the data below
the white line have been generated from the data above by
applying the above transformation. The mass-angle correlation
is seen more clearly here, as the shift in mean mass is doubled
compared with Fig. 2. The correlation suggests a strong
contribution from quasifission for all mass-splits. This agrees
with the correlations seen for 48,50 Ti +166,168,170 Er reactions,
measured [13,32] by two different techniques. However, it does
not agree with the measurements presented in Ref. [16] for the
reaction 48 Ca +154 Sm, very similar to the 48 Ti +154 Sm reaction
measured in this work. There, only the most asymmetric masssplits showed a mass-angle correlation (or angular asymmetry
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Mass ratio distributions for the four
systems which lead to the 202 Po nucleus in order of increasing
mass-symmetry. Overlaid on each distribution is a best fit Gaussian
function (see text). Also shown on the plot of 34 S +168 Er is the elastic
scattering peak, showing the instrumental resolution.

about 90◦ ). The reasons for this difference might include the
different Zp Zt , the less fissile CN, or different experimental
conditions. As the different behavior affects the interpretation
of the mass-splits associated with QF, further investigation is
required.
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problems in the code, a deep Woods-Saxon nuclear potential of
250 MeV was used for all four reactions. For the 16 O +186 Os
and 34 S +168 Er [42] reactions, both ER and fission cross
sections were available, allowing determination of the capture
excitation functions. These data allowed the average capture
barrier energies to be determined, as given in Table I. For the
other reactions, the barrier energies were determined by scaling
from the 34 S +168 Er reaction using the Coulomb parameter
1

FIG. 4. (Color online) Contour plot for the 48 Ti +154 Sm reaction.
The distribution is transposed across the white line to show the
correlation between mass ratio and θc.m. over a wider angular range
(see text).
B. Dependence of σM on E∗ and J2 

It is expected that for an equilibrated CN, the variance
2
of the fission-like mass distribution, σM
, depends linearly on
the temperature (T ), and the mean square angular momentum
(J 2 ) [36–39]. For all four systems the mass widths are plotted
against the compound nucleus excitation energy (E ∗ ) in Fig. 5.
The monotonic rise in σM as a function of E ∗ is immediately
apparent for all but the most mass-symmetric reaction. This
rise need not only be related to E ∗ , as increasing beam energy
is also associated with increasing J 2 .
To account for the dependence of σM on the angular
momentum brought in by the projectile, the variation of J 2 
as a function of the excitation energy of the compound system
for the four systems must be calculated. The J 2  values can
be determined from calculations which reproduce experimental fusion excitation functions [40]. The coupled channels
code CCFULL [41] was used for the calculations, including
rotational couplings in the target nuclei. To avoid numerical

48

(3)

154

Ti + Sm
168
S + Er
24
178
Mg + Hf
34

16

186

O+

3000

Os

σM

0.08

2
σM
= νT + µJ 2 ,

where ν and µ are here treated as fitting parameters. For
compound nucleus fission, T is the average temperature at

0.10
0.09

1

Zp Zt /(Ap3 + At3 ), and are also given in Table I. A diffuseness
parameter of 1.2 fm gave a satisfactory description of the
measured capture cross sections for the 16 O and 34 S induced
reactions, and was used also for the other reactions. Such large
diffusenesses may result from the presence of deep inelastic
reactions [43], and do not necessarily reflect the diffuseness
of the nuclear potential. The variation of J 2  as a function
of the excitation energy of the compound system for the four
systems is shown in Fig. 6. The J values populated for the
four systems in the energy range studied are almost always
less than the critical angular momentum (64h̄) at which the
liquid drop fission barrier [44] is reduced to 1 MeV. The
probability for fast fission contributing to the measured fission
yield is thus negligible [45]. It is seen in Fig. 6 that for the two
lighter reactions, induced by 16 O and 24 Mg, the calculated J 2 
values are very similar; this similarity is reflected in their mass
widths shown in Fig. 5. This behavior suggests a similarity in
the reaction dynamics of these two systems, and in view of
the light projectiles, suggests compound nucleus fission. The
similarity is most apparent at an excitation energy just below
70 MeV, where the J 2  for the two systems match.
If the fission for all reactions proceeded by the compound
nucleus mechanism, it would be expected that they could all
be described by a single parametrization. The dependence of
2
σM
on E ∗ and J 2  has been taken to follow the relation [39]
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Dependence of the fission fragment σM
on the compound nucleus excitation energy for four different
entrance channels forming 202 Po. A monotonic rise in σM with
increasing excitation energies is observed for all reactions, except
the 48 Ti+154 Sm reaction.
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FIG. 6. Calculated dependence of J 2  on the excitation energy
of the compound system for the four reactions (see text).
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the saddle point [16], estimated as

Ex
T =
,
a

3
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Fission and evaporation residue excitation
functions for the reactions (a) 16 O +186 Os and (b) 34 S +168 Er as
measured by Ref. [42]. The dotted line marks the lower bound for
excitation energies used in determining the dependence of σM2 on
T and J 2 . Its position was chosen such that at energies above
this boundary, in the lightest system of 16 O +186 Os, the fission cross
section dominates that of evaporations residues. As shown in (b), for
heavier projectiles, the domination of fission cross sections occurs at
even lower energies.

154

Ti + Sm
168
S + Er
24
178
Mg + Hf
34

O+

186

Os

σM

0.08
0.07
0.06
0.05

2

10

(5)

where Bfission is the fission barrier at the average angular
momentum and Erot is the average rotational energy at the
equilibrium deformation, both calculated using the Sierk
model [44]. Epre is the energy carried away by prefission
neutrons, estimated empirically following Ref. [46].
The approach to determine the coefficients ν and µ in
Eq. (3) initially followed that taken by Ref. [16], where the
data for the reactions 16 O +186 W and 48 Ca +154 Sm at E ∗ 
50 MeV were used. This approach is based on the assumption
that these two reactions proceed through true CN fission.
The 16 O +186 Os and 48 Ti +154 Sm reactions, having matching
entrance-channel mass-asymmetry values, were initially used
in the fitting procedure. The Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear
least squares fitting technique [47] was used in calculating
the ν and µ constants by minimizing χ 2 , with the square of
the standard errors obtained from the diagonal terms of the
covariance matrix. Figure 7 shows the experimental σM of
Fig. 5 together with the calculated σM from the best-fitting
ν and µ parameters [ν = (2.97 ± 0.10) × 10−3 , µ = (1.23 ±
0.07) × 10−6 ] substituted into Eq. (3). As can be seen, the
calculated values fail to reproduce the experimental mass
widths in all four reactions. This contrasts with Ref. [16],
where a good fit was obtained.
We now make the other extreme assumption, that only
the fission for the 16 O +186 Os and 24 Mg +178 Hf reactions
result from formation of a true CN. For these reactions, our
data extend down to E ∗ ≈ 40 MeV, close to the capture
barriers. Here, the fact that lower partial waves may result
in ER formation and not fission must be considered. Figure 8

16

Os

σ (mb)

Ex = E ∗ − Bfission − Erot − Epre ,

0.09

186

O+

(4)

where a is the level density parameter taken as a = A10CN ,
and ACN is the compound nucleus mass. Ex is the average
excitation energy at the saddle point, given by

48

16

40

50

*

60

70

80

E (MeV)
FIG. 7. (Color online) The experimental values for the four
reactions (as in Fig. 5) compared with calculations using parameters
obtained by simultaneously fitting the 16 O and 48 Ti induced reactions
using Eq. (3).

compares the fission and evaporation residue cross sections
for the two reactions 16 O +186 Os [Fig. 8(a)] and 34 S +168 Er
[Fig. 8(b) [42]. The fission probabilities for 24 Mg +178 Hf are
expected to lie intermediate between these reactions, but for
this reaction the ER cross sections were not measured. In
Fig. 8(a) it is seen that only at excitation energies above
50 MeV does the contribution from fission dominate the
capture cross section. Figure 8(b) shows that for the heavier
projectile, the fission cross section exceeds the evaporation
residue cross section at all energies. In order to minimize
deviations between the capture J 2  distribution (Fig. 6) and
that of the fissioning systems, an excitation energy of 50 MeV
was set as the lower bound in calculating the ν and µ
2
parameters. The best-fitting dependence of σM
on T and
2
16
24
J , according to Eq. (3), for the O and Mg induced
reactions, was found for ν = (3.54 ± 0.05) × 10−3 and µ =
(2.7 ± 0.58) × 10−7 . This value of µ is much smaller than
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Ratio between experimental and calculated
variance of the mass ratio distribution against the CN excitation
energy for the four different entrance channels leading to 202 Po. σM2 cal
was obtained by the application of Eq. (3) to all four systems. Since ν
and µ parameters were obtained for CN formation, this plot measures
the deviation of a given system away from CN formation. Deviations
are observed for both 48 Ti and 34 S induced reactions.

found in the previous fit, but is consistent with the prediction
of Ref. [48].
2
expected
Equation (3) was then used to calculate the σM
for CN formation for all four systems. Figure 9 shows the
2
2
ratio between experimental (σM
exp ) and calculated (σM cal )
variances of the fission-like fragment mass distributions, as a
function of the CN excitation energy. Having used the reactions
of 16 O +186 Os and 24 Mg +178 Hf to obtain the constants of
Eq. (3), Fig. 9 provides a sensitive probe to measure the
deviation of a given system away from the equilibrated CN
σ2

= 1 represents
reaction mechanism. The dashed line at σMexp
2
Mcal
the expectation for CN formation, uniformly scattered about
which are the ratios for the 16 O and 24 Mg induced reactions
at excitation energies above 50 MeV. Immediately apparent
is the large deviation of the most mass-symmetric reaction,
48
Ti +154 Sm, from the line corresponding to CN formation.
This deviation is strong evidence for the presence of quasifission, consistent with the mass-angle correlation shown
in Fig. 4. The rise of the mass width at lower energies
may be attributed to the increasing effect of deformation
alignment on QF, and is addressed in the following section.
A consistent, though smaller, deviation is observed in the
ratio of experimental to calculated σM2 over the entire range of
excitation energies for the 34 S induced reaction. This deviation
(if the result of incomplete relaxation of the mass-asymmetry)
is a subtle signature of the presence of QF for the 34 S +168 Er
reaction also. This deduction is consistent with the previous
observation [42] of unexpectedly large angular anisotropies at
sub-barrier energies.
C. Dependence of σ M on Z p Zt and β2

It is well known that the dynamical evolution of the composite system over the multidimensional potential energy surface
is strongly dependent on the Zp Zt of the dinuclear system,

/V
c.m. b

1.2

1.3

1.4

σ2

FIG. 10. (Color online) σM2 exp values displayed are those of
M cal
Fig. 9 plotted as a function of the center-of-mass energy with respect
to the average capture barrier. The thick dotted line overlapping the
34
S +168 Er data points is a qualitative prediction based on scaling the
48
Ti +154 Sm data.

where Zp Zt ≈ 1600 is predicted to mark the onset of QF [7–9].
For deformed nuclei, their contact configuration at the capture
barrier radius also seems to influence the trajectory of the
composite system [15,24]. Consideration of the elongation of
the system at contact suggests that the contact of the projectile
with the sides of the target (corresponding to a higher barrier)
should encourage CN formation, while an elongated contact
configuration, corresponding to a lower capture barrier, will
increase the probability of QF [23,24,31,49]. All target nuclei
used in this experiment are statically deformed, with the static
quadrupole deformation for the 168 Er and 154 Sm nuclei of
β2 = 0.34 being amongst the largest of heavy nuclei.
To highlight the shape alignment effect, Fig. 10 shows the
ratio of the experimental and calculated variance of the mass
ratio distribution, as a function of the ratio of the center-ofmass energy to the average capture barrier. The dashed line
at

2
σM
exp
2
σM
cal
48

= 1 again represents the prediction for CN formation.

The Ti data shows a strong rise in mass width as the energy
falls toward the barrier. The thick dashed line, overlapping the
34
S +168 Er data points, is a qualitative prediction of the energy
dependence for this reaction, obtained by scaling the deviation
for 48 Ti +154 Sm from the CN line. The rising trend at nearbarrier energies, observed for both these systems, strongly
suggests that the static deformation of the target nuclei, and
its alignment below-barrier, is playing a significant role in
determining the probability and/or characteristics of the QF
process in these reactions.
σ2

= 1.1 for all four systems, obtained
Values of σM2 exp at EVc.m.
b
M cal
using linear interpolation of adjacent points, are plotted as a
function of Zp Zt in Fig. 11. By evaluating all data points at
the same energy above the capture barrier, and normalizing
2
to the fit which takes into account the dependence of σM
2
on T and J , the dependence of the mass width on Zp Zt
alone is highlighted. This shows that the increase in fission
mass widths, due to the presence of QF, starts already around
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1.8

Ec.m./Vb = 1.1
48

1.4
1.2

34
16

σ

2
M exp.

/σ2M cal.

1.6

186

O+

1.0
0.8

Os
24

600

Mg +

800

178

Ti +

154

Sm

168

S+

Er

Hf

1000

1200

1400

ZpZt
FIG. 11. Ratio of the experimental to calculated variances of the
fission-like fragment mass distributions as a function of Zp Zt for all
four reactions leading to the 202 Po composite nucleus. The early onset
of QF for the 34 S +168 Er reaction, at Zp Zt = 1088, is observed (see
text).

Zp Zt = 1000, while QF seems to play a dominant role
by Zp Zt = 1400. This is seen most clearly in the strong
mass-angle correlation shown in Fig. 4.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

Mass-angle correlations and mass ratio distributions were
studied for the 202 Po composite nucleus, produced by
the reactions of 16 O +186 Os, 24 Mg +178 Hf, 34 S +168 Er, and
48
Ti +154 Sm at energies from the capture barriers to well
above. Measurements of fission and evaporation residue cross
sections were also made for the 16 O +186 Os reaction.
Simultaneous analysis, based on a generic dependence of
the variance of the mass distribution on both the angular
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